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Abstract—Machine learning inference is increasingly being
executed locally on mobile and embedded platforms, due to the
clear advantages in latency, privacy and connectivity. In this
paper, we present approaches for online resource management
in heterogeneous multi-core systems and show how they can be
applied to optimise the performance of machine learning work-
loads. Performance can be defined using platform-dependent (e.g.
speed, energy) and platform-independent (accuracy, confidence)
metrics. In particular, we show how a Deep Neural Network
(DNN) can be dynamically scalable to trade-off these various
performance metrics. Achieving consistent performance when
executing on different platforms is necessary yet challenging,
due to the different resources provided and their capability, and
their time-varying availability when executing alongside other
workloads. Managing the interface between available hardware
resources (often numerous and heterogeneous in nature), software
requirements, and user experience is increasingly complex.

Index Terms—Embedded Machine Learning, Dynamic Deep
Neural Network, Runtime Resource Management

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) [1] are widely used in many
applications including computer vision [2], [3] and natural lan-
guage processing [4]. Compared to traditional hand-engineered
machine learning algorithms, DNNs have demonstrated near
or super-human accuracy.

The execution of DNNs has two stages: training and infer-
ence. At the training stage, DNNs learn the rules to execute
specific tasks from a corresponding dataset. During this pro-
cess, millions of DNN parameters are adjusted, hence training
is usually executed on cloud GPU(s). At the inference stage,
the DNN is loaded with pre-trained parameters to execute
the tasks, and the parameters are not changed. Inference can
be executed on cloud GPU(s), where the data is sent from
end-users to the cloud for processing and the inference result
is returned. However, there is increasing interest in moving
inference to be executed locally on mobile and embedded
platforms due to a number of advantages. First, executing
DNNs on the device can offer lower latency than executing
them in the cloud. This lower latency leads to improved
user experience, and/or the ability to meet the strict timing
requirements of real-time applications such as self-driving cars
[7]. Second, mobile and embedded devices often collect and
process personal data; keeping these data locally helps to
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Fig. 1. DNNs can be deployed on a variety of hardware platforms with
different computing resources. At design time, the DNN is compressed
using techniques such as static model pruning [5], [6] (see Section III), and
then mapped onto different computing resources to meet the performance
requirements of the application.

mitigate potential privacy concerns [8]. Finally, in areas with
slow, intermittent or non-existent internet connectivity, timely
cloud access can be difficult. Performing inference locally
allows this issue to be mitigated.

It is attractive to be able to deploy DNN inference on
a variety of platforms with distinct different computing re-
sources, and to meet diverse application requirements (Fig 1).
However, the high accuracy of DNNs comes at the cost of
high computational requirements. DNNs are often too com-
putationally intensive for resource-constrained platforms like
mobile and embedded platforms [5], [9], and this makes their
efficient execution demanding and challenging. To efficiently
execute DNNs on mobile and embedded platforms, a signifi-
cant amount of recent work has focused on specialist hardware
accelerator (also known as a Neural Processing Unit (NPU))
design [10]–[12]. Design-time/offline approaches such as static
model pruning [5], [6] have been proposed to compress DNN
models according to the application requirements and target
hardware. However, while this can be applied offline to com-
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Fig. 2. At runtime, the local computing resources available to DNNs may
vary considerably due to multiple applications running concurrently.

press the model to approximately the ‘right size’, managing the
interface between available hardware resources (often numer-
ous and heterogeneous in nature), software requirements, and
user experience all of which are typically intractable at design-
time. At runtime, since modern System on Chips (SoCs)
typically execute a combination of different and dynamic
workloads concurrently, it is challenging to consistently meet
inference time/energy budgets because the local computing
resources available to the DNN vary considerably (Fig 2). A
variety of dynamic DNNs have been proposed to dynamically
change the number of active filters to trade-off accuracy for
time/energy reduction [9], [13]. However, these approaches
did not explore optimisation opportunities in hardware (e.g.
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) and task
mapping).

In this paper, we motivate the opportunities in online
resource management for DNN inference on mobile and
embedded platforms (Section II), and explore how state-of-the-
art approaches are enabling the dynamic performance scaling
of DNNs that can be applied (Section III). In particular, we use
a case study (Section IV) to show how a Deep Neural Network
(DNN) can be dynamically scalable to trade-off these various
performance metrics. We then identify the opportunities for
runtime resource management in this area, such that the
performance trade-offs in both application and device can be
explored and managed (Section V).

II. MOTIVATION FOR ONLINE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT

Modern mobile and embedded SoCs typically contains mul-
tiple heterogeneous computing cores, such as CPUs, GPUs,
DSPs, FPGAs, etc. In the last few years, the inclusion of
NPU has become a trend to improve the efficiency of DNN
inference execution. For example, the Huawei Kirin 990 5G
[14] contains 8 CPU cores of three different types, a 16-core

GPU and an NPU with 3 cores of two different types. The
Apple A13 Bionic [15] contains 6 CPU cores of two different
types, a quad-core GPU and an NPU with 8 cores. In addition,
dedicated matrix multipliers are attached to the CPU cluster
for the acceleration of machine learning workloads.

It is attractive to be able to deploy DNN applications on
a variety of different hardware platforms while consistently
meeting pre-defined performance requirements. The perfor-
mance of inference can be defined using platform-dependent
(e.g. speed, energy) and platform-independent (accuracy, con-
fidence) metrics. As shown in Table I, when the same DNN
model is deployed across different hardware platforms/cores,
the execution time, energy and power consumption of infer-
ence vary considerably, but the accuracy remains the same.

Two main challenges exist at design time and runtime.
Different hardware platforms have vastly different computing
resources and capabilities, and different applications have
different performance requirements. Approaches are there-
fore needed to adapt DNN models to different hardware
accordingly. This can be solved, at design-time (Fig 1), by
‘compressing’ the DNN for target platform. For example, the
same DNN might be used uncompressed on one platform
with an NPU, while a compressed model (with offering lower
accuracy but requiring fewer computations) is deployed on
a different platform containing only CPU and GPU cores in
order to meet the same execution time and energy consumption
requirements.

While design-time approaches compress a model to a size
that should be executable on the target platform, at runtime,
the available computing resources may vary considerably due
to multiple applications executing concurrently. Fig 2 shows
an example of how available computing resources may vary
at runtime when different applications are executing:

• Single DNN [t=0s, Fig 2(a)]: at the beginning, when
there is only one DNN running on the platform, the NPU
is used along with a CPU for pre-processing (e.g. image
resizing). This may be the ‘compressed’ model that was
created for the platform at design time.

• Two DNNs [t=5s, Fig 2(b)]: a second DNN is deployed
on the platform. It has higher requirements on the desired
classification execution time, therefore it is executed on
the NPU, and the first DNN is migrated to the GPU. Since
GPU is typically slower than NPU for machine learning
workloads, the first DNN is dynamically compressed
which requires fewer computations by trading accuracy
(see Section III). This makes sure the performance re-
quirements of two DNNs are both met.

• Two DNNs and a VR/AR application [t=15s, Fig 2(c)]:
a VR/AR application is deployed onto the GPU, therefore
the first DNN is migrated to the big CPU cluster and
all four CPU cores are used due to the sheer volume
of computations. Shortly after, the temperature of the
SoC exceeds thermal limits. Therefore, the first DNN
is dynamically compressed further and mapped onto a
single core CPU in order to meet system thermal budgets.



TABLE I
PLATFORM-DEPENDENT & INDEPENDENT DNN PERFORMANCE METRICS

Platform Computing cores Platform-dependent metrics Platform-independent metrics
Execution time (ms) Power (mW) Energy (mJ) Top-1 Accuracy (%)

Jetson Nano

GPU (614MHz) + A57 CPU (921MHz) 7.4 1340 9.92

71.2

GPU (921MHz) + A57 CPU (1.43GHz) 4.93 2500 12.3
A57 CPU (921MHz) 69.4 878 60.9
A57 CPU (1.43GHz) 46.9 1490 69.9

Odroid XU3

A15 CPU (200MHz) 1020 326 320
A15 CPU (1GHz) 204 846 173

A15 CPU (1.8GHz) 117 2120 248
A7 CPU (200MHz) 1780 72.4 129
A7 CPU (700MHz) 504 141 71.4
A7 CPU (1.3GHz) 280 329 92.1

• Application performance requirement is changed
[t=25s, Fig 2(d)]: the accuracy requirement of the second
DNN is reduced (e.g. by the user), therefore it can be
dynamically compressed to a smaller model configura-
tion and offers the spare NPU memory and computing
capabilities to the first DNN. Two DNNs are dynamically
scaled together to a model configuration where they are
deployed on the same NPU.

Existing approaches for efficient execution of DNNs mainly
focus on either hardware or software approaches. Although
these works expose the optimisation opportunities on both
sides, managing the interface between available hardware
resources, software requirements, and user experience is not
addressed, this identifies the opportunities for runtime resource
management in this area.

III. APPROACHES FOR EFFICIENT EXECUTION OF DNNS

This section introduces state-of-the-art works on the effi-
cient execution of DNNs from both the hardware and software
perspectives. In particular, hardware accelerators for machine
learning and static model pruning are widely used to ad-
dress design time challenges, and dynamic model pruning
approaches are used to let DNN consistently meet the perfor-
mance requirements while running on dynamically available
computing resources.

A. Specialist DNN hardware accelerator
A significant amount of work has been proposed from both

academia (e.g. DianNao [10], EIE [12] and Eyeriss v2 [11])
and industry (e.g. Apple A13 Bionic [15] and Huawei Kirin
990 5G [14]).

In a typical DNN, the most computational intensive op-
eration is matrix multiplication. Therefore, NPUs usually
contain dedicated matrix multipliers, and since data movement
dominates the energy consumption in DNN computation [16],
large on-chip memories are used to reduce off-chip accesses.
It is attractive to be able to execute all DNNs on NPU, but
not every hardware platform contains an NPU, and multiple
DNNs executing concurrently will compete for the limited
NPU resources at runtime. Mapping DNNs onto CPUs or
GPUs may result in the violation of inference execution time
and energy budgets. Therefore, DNN model pruning is also
needed.

B. Static Model Pruning

Weight pruning is a static model compression approach
to reduce the number of parameters in a DNN, Han et al.
[17] proposed a magnitude-based algorithm, where parameters
with small values are pruned. However, this approach leads
to unstructured sparse filters which cannot be accelerated
by most hardware [18], except hardware accelerators that
are designed specifically for sparse DNNs [11], [12]. Unlike
weight pruning, filter pruning [19] prunes whole filters to
compress the model. Although this approach has a lower
model compression rate compared to weight pruning, it does
not generate unstructured filters, and hence can gain actual
acceleration on all hardware platforms.

Yang et al. [5] use filter pruning to compress DNNs to
a meet pre-defined inference execution time budget on any
target hardware platform. This approach offers a trade-off
between accuracy and execution time. To achieve consistent
performance across different platforms, the DNN is com-
pressed more on platforms with less computing capabilities
(i.e. sacrificing more accuracy for a reduction in execution
time). For example, the full DNN model can be deployed on
an NPU, yet the smaller compressed models can be deployed
on GPUs and CPUs to meet the same time budget with
less accuracy. This approach generates one DNN for a given
performance budget at a pre-defined hardware setting (e.g.
computing core and voltage/frequency level).

This raises a significant problem, since modern SoCs typ-
ically execute a combination of different dynamic workloads
concurrently, and hence the local resources available to the
DNN vary considerably at runtime. The performance budgets
cannot be met when the pre-defined hardware setting is
unavailable at runtime. For example, the computing core may
be unavailable because other applications are running on it, or
available at a lower voltage/frequency due to other computing
cores executing in the same voltage/frequency domain, or
fixed power/thermal budgets. Multiple DNNs are needed to
cover all hardware settings, which result in significant memory
storage overhead. Furthermore, the switching activities of
these DNNs at runtime may cause significant delay and energy
consumption [20].
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Fig. 3. Dynamic DNN using incremental training and group convolution pruning. The (a) channels of the DNN convolution layer are divided into groups,
which are then trained incrementally (b). At runtime, (c) later groups can be pruned for inference time/energy reduction or added back for accuracy recovery
without model retraining.

C. Dynamic Model Pruning

Static model pruning generates one DNN for a given per-
formance budget and hardware setting combination. Multiple
DNNs need to be generated to cover all hardware combinations
(i.e. core, voltage and frequency) in an SoC. Dynamic Model
Pruning (also known as dynamic DNNs) contains multiple
DNN configurations in a single model. These configurations
use a different number of filters within the same model, hence
they are stored within a single model memory footprint and
have different sizes, accuracies and computation requirements.

Dynamic DNNs [9], [13], [21], [22] can be partially exe-
cuted to consistently meet the performance budget (e.g. time,
energy), while adapting to runtime resource varieties on the
hardware. For example, smaller DNN configurations that are
less accurate but require less computation are deployed when
the computing capabilities of the hardware resources available
at runtime are reduced (e.g. at a lower voltage/frequency).

IV. CASE STUDY: EXPLORING PERFORMANCE
TRADE-OFFS WITH DYNAMIC DNNS

Modern mobile and embedded SoCs are highly efficient be-
cause of the use of runtime resource management techniques,
such as scheduling task mapping, DPM and DVFS. Although
the dynamic DNNs presented above are scalable to trade-
off various performance metrics, they can be combined with
task mapping and DVFS to achieve a wider dynamic range
of performance trade-off. To illustrate this, we proposed a
dynamic DNN that can be scaled with task mapping and DVFS
[23]. The DNN is built using incremental training and group
convolution pruning, and is shown in Fig 3. The channels of
the DNN’s convolution layers are divided into groups (Fig
3 (a)), which are then trained incrementally (Fig 3 (b)). At

runtime, later groups can be pruned for inference time/energy
reduction, or added back for accuracy recovery when more
computing resources become available. This is all possible at
runtime without model retraining (Fig 3 (c)).

We use a four-increment design to obtain four different
DNN configurations, and refer them as the 25%, 50%, 75%
and 100% models. The impact on classification accuracy is
shown in Fig 4(b). The 25% model uses only one group
of DNN parameters; therefore it is the least accurate model
but requires the minimum computation. The 100% model is
the full model; therefore it is the most accurate and compu-
tationally expensive model. The design is validated through
empirical measurements on the Odroid XU3 heterogeneous
multi-core platform. The DNN is mapped on both Arm A15
and A7 CPU cores, and under 17 and 12 different frequency
levels respectively. The results are shown in Fig 4(a). Task
mapping, DVFS and the dynamic DNN can be seen as three
adjustable knobs which can be adjusted to meet dynamic E,
P, t and accuracy budgets/targets at runtime. For example, in
Fig 4, for a budget of 400 ms and 100 mJ, a 100% model on
the A7 CPU at 900 MHz could offer the highest accuracy and
lowest energy consumption. If the budgets change to 200 ms
and 150 mJ, then a 75% model on the A15 CPU at 1 GHz
becomes the new optimal configuration. In the case of multiple
applications executing concurrently, the frequency setting may
be sub-optimal due to other applications in the same frequency
domain are using that frequency level.

V. ONLINE RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OF MACHINE
LEARNING

The above approaches offer a number of dynamically se-
lectable operating point in the E, P, t, accuracy space. However,
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to meet the opportunities of Fig 2, these approaches need to
be integrated with online resource management.

A variety of online resource management approaches have
been proposed, such as DVFS [24], task mapping [25] and
power gating [26]. These approaches optimise hardware be-
haviour to satisfy constraints (e.g. temperature, power, etc.):
the performance requirements and optimisation opportunities
in the application are traditionally not addressed.

Runtime management (RTM) can be enhanced by using
‘knobs’ and ‘monitors’ of the application and device, which
provide interfaces to convey information between RTM, appli-
cations and devices. A variety of works have been proposed
[27]–[30], which focus on the opportunities in either applica-
tions or devices. It is necessary to explore the opportunities
on both sides at the same time to address the sheer volume of
computation in DNN applications. Bragg et al. [31] proposed
the PRiME framework, that abstracts the system into three
layers: application, device and RTM; control between them
operates through knobs and monitors in the application and
hardware devices. In particular, knobs are adjustable parame-
ters in the application (e.g. execution iteration, data precision)
and device (e.g. voltage/frequency, core), and monitors offer
performance information about the application (e.g. accuracy,
frame rate) and device (e.g. power, temperature).

Fig 5 shows how dynamic DNN, task mapping and DVFS
can be combined together alongside an RTM framework such
as PRiME. The opportunities for DNN performance trade-off
in both hardware and software are managed through knobs
and monitors that are controlled by RTM. For example, dy-
namic DNN (application knob) can be scaled with DVFS and
task mapping (device knobs) to meet the DNN performance
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Fig. 5. Apply state-of-the-art runtime resource management for embedded
machine learning. The DNN performance trade-off oppotunties in the hard-
ware and software are managed through knobs and monitors controlled by
RTM.

requirements (application monitors), and meet any hardware
temperature and power constraints (device monitors). In the
case of Fig 2 (d), the RTM received new accuracy requirements
for the DNNs through the application monitor, and hence
RTM changed the size of the DNNs using the application
knob, mapping them onto the NPU using the device knob. In
addition, system physical limits like temperature and power
are monitored using the device monitors, as DVFS could be
then applied in order to meet these limits.



VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented the challenges of deploying DNNs
on mobile and embedded platforms, at both design time and
runtime. At design time, DNNs are deployed on a variety of
hardware platforms with vastly different computing resources
to meet different application requirements. However, at run-
time, it is very challenging to consistently meet performance
requirements, since the availability of the local computing
resources vary considerably due to other applications execut-
ing concurrently. We showed how approaches enabling the
dynamic performance scaling of DNNs can be applied to
address these challenges, and proposed how online resource
management approaches can be applied to manage and opti-
mise machine learning workloads alongside other applications
at runtime. Execution of DNN inference on mobile and em-
bedded platforms is clearly important, but also challenging,
and we believe that further research is necessitated in runtime
resource allocation and adaptation to optimise this.
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